
CHANT: “Greece Lightning”

GENERALS:
Blue Team is…

ALL:
Charismatic! (GENERALS: What!)
Fantastic (GENERALS: What!)
Enthusiastic!

GENERALS:
Why, we’re Greece Lightning!

*TEENS CLAP*

1, 2, 1, 2, 3

ALL:
Home of the Olympics since the 8th
Century,
(Go Blue Team! Go, go Blue Team!)
We’ve come back stronger and
winning Color War is our dream.
(Go Blue Team! Go, go Blue Team!)
We’ve got the power and spirit to beat
the odds
(Go Blue Team! Go, go Blue Team!)
We’ll do it all with the help of our
Greek gods
(Go Blue Team! Go, go Blue)

We are supreme, the kids will scream
Go Greece Lightning
(Go, go, go, go, go, go, go, go, go)

*CALL AND RESPONSE*

GENERALS:
We are Greek!

ALL:
We are unique!

GENERALS:
A victory

ALL:
Is what we seek!

GENERALS:
You will hear us

ALL:
When we speak

GENERALS:
‘Cause we will take

ALL:
The WIN THIS WEEK!



cheers

the attention grabber

the power of Zeus! clap BOOM!

the hype go-getter!

(increasingly getting louder)
greece, greece, that is the word!
we are the champs
if you haven’t heard

*ngl this one gets hype*

quick n easy

greece! (like sheesh)

hush-hush

medusa’s coming! (scream then immediate quiet)

chant

generals: blue team is
kids: charismatic! (generals: what!)
enigmatic! (generals: what!)
enthusiastic!

generals: why, we’re Greece lightning!

cit claps

1, 2, 1, 2, 3

home of the olympics since the 8th century
(go blue team, go, go blue team)
we’ve come back stronger and winning color war is our dream
(go blue team, go, go blue team)
we’ve got the power and spirit to beat the odds
(go blue team, go, go blue team)
we’ll do it all with the help of our greek gods
(go blue team, go, go blue)



we are supreme, the kids will scream,
go greece lightening (go, go, go, go, go, go)

(call n response)

we are greek!
we are unique!
a victory
is what we seek!
you will hear us
when we speak
cause we will take
the win this week!


